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SUbMARY 

Nunericsl computations have been performed to investigate the effect of 
molecular vibratIonal relaxation on the structure of one-dimensional unsteady 
rarefactlon waves in oxygen and oxygen/argon mx&ures. d more realistic 
relaxation equation than that used in the earlier work of Wood and Parker' has 
been incorporated in the calculations, and the results are presented in a manner 
permitting direct coinpsrison wzth experiments. 

A non-equilibrium flow feature illustrated by these results IS that the 
vibrational temperatire of gas which enters an ageing wave will at first 
decrcaso, closely follovring the translatxxal temperature, until at some 
position within the wave it mill depart rapidly from the translational tempera- 
ture and eventually "freeze" at a constant value. 

I University of Southampton. This work was carried out while the author was 
employed as a Vacation Consultant to the Ministry of Aviation at the Royal 
Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This theoretical investigation is primarily in support of' an experimental 
programme \tilich is being conducted at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, 
Farnborough, to study the molecular vibrationsl relaxation of oxygen in a one- 
dimensional unsteady rarefaction wave. Thus, the choice and the range of con- 
dition to be considered, together with the manner in which the theoretical 
results have been presented, were dictated by the experimental facility. 

From the theoretical point of view, interest in the effect of an internally 
relaxing energy mode on the structure of a centred rarefaction wave stems from 
the work of Wood and Parker'. They carried out an analysis and numerical cal- 
culations, using a simple rata law to describe the vibrational relaxation, in 
order to clarify the role of the "frozen" and "equilibrium" speeds of sound in 
the propagation of expansion waves in relaxing gases. They demonstrated that, 
although the expansion wave propagates ~nitislly at the "frozen" sound speed, 
the portion of the wave which moves faster than the "equilibrium" sound speed 
of the undasturbed gas ahead of the wave is attenuated. iis the wa*e ages its 
character approaches that of a wave which is propagating wholly at the eguili- 
brium speed of sound. The results presented here confirm this conclusion. 

Tho range of conditions covered here by the calculations for pure oxygen 
and an oxygen-argon mixture are those which can bc conveniently produced in a 
shock tube behind Incident shocks for which Ms varies in the range 7.0 - 8.6, 

and p, is IO mm Hg. The analysis makes use of a realistic rate equation in 

mhicb the characteristic time for vibration, 'c 
V’ 

is provided by the Landau- 

Teller theory* which has been coupled nith the experimental results of Camac 3 

and Blockmcn 4. (Wood and Parker simply assumed v,(p) u l/p.) The numcrxal 

constants which have been used in the expression for 'G v are those suggested by 

Carnac; they appear to carrelate the experimental data very well. Within the 
temperature range considered for pure oxygen, the energy in the molecular 
vibrational mode is approximately 15% of the static enthalpy. However, at the 
higher temperatures the gas is slightly dissociated and the dissociation energy 
amounts 'cc about the scme proportion of the static enthalpy as the vibrations2 
energy. Fortunately, it msy be shorn that, under the cowtions of interest, 
the characteristic time vR for chemical recombination is very much larger than 
Zv and is greater than a typical transit time through the expansion wave by a 

sufficient factor for the recombination process to be assumed frozen. 

The calculations were performed on a Ferranti "Mercury" digital computer 
at the Royal Aircraft Establishment using a finite difference procedure based 
on the method of chcracteristics. The results are presented for several 
stations, x, along the shock tube with the flow variables plotted against time. 

The experimental progrcmme makes extensive use of a double-beam sodium 
D-line rcverssl method of determining a temperature vihich is believed to follow 

molecular vibration, Gaydon et al 5n,b . Thus, a temperature'correspondarig to the 
vibrational energy has been evaluated end presented es an auxiliary flow 
variable. 
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ma for 0 - 0 2 2 collisions 

'i = 6.0 x IO-~ cm3 particle-’ set-’ . 

The value of C in cquatmn (6) is theoretically dependent on the type of 
collision process, but the best that cm be done using Cmac~s experiiental 
results is to set it equal to the averago value of 40-k x IO OK. The 
characteristic vlbratlond tempcratu-, Bv, for oxygen 1s 2228'K. The energy 

tom, E(T) , in equation (4) IS the ewdibrium vlbrationd energy evaluated at 
the 13ca.l temperature 

E(T) = R Bv no 
2 

Equations (1) to (4) together inth 

P = pTR(ntL+ no ) (8) 
2 

1 = (cp no + CPA ni,) T + E (9) 
O2 2 

complete a set of six equations m the unknowns p, p, T, I, E and u, x&i& are 
to be solved subJect to the appropmate bounaarl ConditlonS. The auxilxry 
epntion nhich gives the vibrational tempwature of the diatomw nolecde~ is 

T =8 Y (IO) 

is adopted 1s described by the wave 
It is assumed that the right travelling 

The theoretic,d flow model that . 
diagram In the (x,t) plane of Fig.1. 
incident shock heats the g&s instantaneously to a uniform condition and 'chat 
all the ~ntcmal energy no&s arc immediately equilibrated with the tra.nslatiOnd 
node. tt the position x = t = 0, the shock sweeps away a neightless diaphragm, 
without reflection, which inltislly s?srates the test gas on its upstram side 
from a VGCUUI?I region on its ao~~nstre~m siae. The result of this interaction is 
that a backward fzcing rarefaction (i.e. in Fig.1, a xwe In which the gas enters 
from the left) propagates into the shocked test gas; the structure of this vave 
is the SubJect of the present investigation. Only in frozen ok equilibrium flow 
moula this vave be centred In the manner suggested in the figure. 

3 - THE IZ?THOD OF SOLUTION 

The system of equations (1) to (4) is hyperbolic ancl thus their solution 
vdlbe sought using the m&Aod of characterxtics. There are three chnrncter- 
istic curves in the (x,t) plae assocxated with the equations. By indicating 
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the directional derivatives along these cuves with the subscripts (+), (-) and 
(o), the characterutic equations mitten 

( 
3) = 
at/ 

u+c (II), (12) 

+ 

0 
i&.5 =u 

(q+ p c (-ii 

(13) 

0 

+ (Y- 1) P [x(T) - El = o 
z (141, (15) 

(ffL&;(i2j y (16) 

0 

g 

0 at 
= E(T) -'E (17) z v 0 

where 'PA “A + 'P no2 
02 

Y = +C n CP1* "A P o2 - R(nlL + no 1 

O2 
2 

and the frozen sound speed, c, is given by 

c2 = yR(n +n )T . A 
O2 

3.1 The solution at t << 7,, 

(18) 

(19) 

Within this region of the rarefaction fan w c see by dimensional arguments 
that E must remain essentudly unchanged. In physical terms we are assuming the 
wave to be ideally centred ad that althsugh sufficient time has elapsed to allow 
enough collisions for equilibration of translation cd rotation throughout the 
wave, no vibrational relaxation has occurred. The characteristic equations for 
this region sre identical to those above vati the omission of the terms containing 
TV. Their solution is explicit ‘and. has been given cxtenslvely in tke literature, 

for example by Courant and Freidrichs7. For the beckward facing rarefaction under 
consideration here ve have the (-) characteristics as a family of straght lines 

x = 
t U-C (20) 

i+ C = r 
zy-1 0 
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where I‘ is a Riemann inw.ri,ult, the vdue of ;vhich is given by evaluating the 
left ha% side of equation (21) in the region ahead of the VTLIW. 

3.2 The solution at t >> 7., 

When t is very lca?ge the ?FRVC will hs.ve spred out, the gradients through 
it iiCLl have become small and the relatively large number of collisions necessary 
for the vibrational energy to npprocch equilibrium with the other energji modes 
will have had sufflclent tune to occur. Such reasoning leads us to put E = E(T), 
but we see from equation (17) that this may only be true when t '0~. Therefore, 
17e deduce that although th sdutlon in the region t >> 7v msy spprosch the 

oquilibrlum solution, it is never exactly equal to it. The equilibrium solution 
is obtained by replacing the rate equation (4) by equation (7) :lith E written 
instead of E(T). The chsracteristlc equations are similar to those obtained for 
the frozen flow st t = 0 with the difference that c is replaced by a, tile 
equilibrium speed of sound, mhich is given by the equation 

2 
a = yeRT(nfa+no) 

2 

cPIL "IL + c? no2 + dT) 

O2 
UC = CpI, nlL + Cp 

O2 

no2 + G(T) - R(nlL + no21 

The (-) characteristzcs are agaIn 3 fmily of straight lines. 

.A = 
t 

u-a 

but this time the relationship between the velocity and the thermodynsdc 
varlablcs is obtaired by numerically Integrating the equation 

+ - pa . 

(22) 

(23) 

(G-1 

3.3 The solution at intermediate values of t 

The solutions at intermediate values of time have been obtained by a 
numcricalmethod based on the characteristic grid in the (x,t)-plane. First 
order difference equations which correspond to the characteristic relations (7) 
to (15) ard 5 description of tic gcncral nethod of solutzon are even in 
iqpedix (I.). The calculation starts from the known initid. conditions along the 
first straight (-) characteristic ~nb the "frozen" flow solution which is known 
on each (-) characterlstlc at t = 0. 
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The integration interval sise through the expansion at the origin was 
taken to be an incremental temperature. It was chosen by ensuring that the 
"frozen" flow solution obtained by numerically integrating the equation 

232 = -pc 
au (25) 

gave satisfactory agreement with the exact solution obtained from equation (21). 

The integration interval in the direction awa from the origin was given 
in tewx, of the time co-ordinate along the first (- 3 characteristic. The 
interval size was initially speciEed somewhat arbitrarily and then consistently 
varied until the subsequent solutions showed no significant varwtion with each 
other over a large portion of the flovr field of likely interest. The final 
machine progrommc accepted a variable time intorvcl along the first (-) 
characteristic as part of the input data. Having once established satisfactory 
interval sizes for one particuier set of initi,il conditions, it was found that 
subsequent solutions ;xrc satisfactorily obtained for differing initiel conditions 
by scaling the time intervals by a parameter, k. This parameter has the units of 
time and appears in the expression for the gradients of the flon variables through 
the ivave head. The analysis for these wave head gradients is similar to that 
carried out by Good and Parker. It determines the decay of tne wave head due to 
the effects of relaxation; see Appendix (B). At the wave head 

(26) 

etc., where k is a function of the properties of the gas in region (2), and 

(At.k& = (At.k)s 

?rhere the subscript (i) refers to the flow conditions first considered and 
subscript (s) refers to stibsequont initial conditions; At is the incremental time 
interval clang the first (-) characteristic. 

The entire numerical procedure was programmed in autocode for use on a 
Perranti "Mercury" computer. 

4 DISCUSSION OF JXSULTS -- 

Oxygen 178.5 chosen as the test gas because it has a vibrationcal relaxation 
time short enough for the effects of relaxation on the structure of a rarefaction 
viave to be observable within typical shock tube running times o.g. t *IO-4 sets, 
II -8. s Also, extensive temperature measurements have been made using the 

sodium D-line reversal method with oxygen in shock tubes. 

The initial conditions chosen for the cclculations were taken frcm the 
tables compiled by Sernsteing for incident shocks in or>rgen. At the highest 
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shock Mach number considered the gas is 5% dissociated, however, the constant 
dissociation energy dozs not play any part in the calculations provided that 
M recombination takes place within the rarefaction. (A slight errcr is intro- 
duced by ignoring the contribution to the specific heat at constant pressure Of 
the gas by the free atoms.) An expression defining a characteristic time for 
chemical reccmbinatlcn, % R' 

is derived in Appendix (C) ard the ratlo, 7v:ZR, 

evaluated for the initial conditions ccnsdered here. Since zv (-z fcR, it is 

unlikely that sqnificant recombination could occur withzn the rarefactions 
during the experimental time scale. 

Tie computed re~sults are presented graphically in Flgs.3 to 13. The flow 
variables have been plotted against time, measured from the instant the nave is 
fcnned, at sever&t stations along the tube axis. Figs.3 to 10 represent the 
solution of a complete expansion for pure oxygen up to a distance of 12 inches 
from the diSpphrSgm position. The initial tzmperature ard pressure of the gas 
is 2l+78% and O-783 atmospheres respectively. Flgs.11 to 13 illustrate the 
extent of results in the x-dlrccticn for three other sets of initial conditions. 
In these latter case3 the expansions are not complete (i.e. the temperature and 
pressure are not reduced to zero) since experimental measurement of aw flow 
prcpcrty within the near vacuum ena of the expansion would be most difficult. 
The initial conditions are given in Table 1 together with the appropriate 
incident shock Mach number for all the cases considered. 

The results of main interest are those which show the variation of the 
vibrational temperature through the expansions. In the com$Lete expansion, a 
fixed observer at any one of the dc?mstream stations (x,, x2, etc., see Fig.1) 

will first See gas whch has been expanded through the wave in its early history. 
During this rapid expansion the molecules will have Suffered 30 fen collisions 
that their vibrational energy will be unchanged. With increasing time the fixed 
observer will see gas which has been processed by the wave later in Its history. 
The molecules mdl have ha mere opportunity to relax ard a region will be 
observed in which the vibrational and translational temperatures are nearly 
equal. Fig.9 clearly illustrates that m this htter region, which is termin- 
ated by the passage of the wave head, both these tanperatures lie very dC3e 
to the translational temperature computed on the assumption of complete 
equilibrium. The proportion of the wave, within which close agreement between 
all three temperatures exists, increases tulth alstance dcwnstreem. In the low 
pressure regxcn at the tail end of tie wave the translational temperature 
asymptotes to the qprcpriate "frozen" flow fcluticn and the vibrational 
temperature returns to its initial value. 

If these calculations had been perfcmed in the Lagrangian frame of 
reference instead of in the (x,t) plane, it wuld have been easy to trace the 
history of a particular fluid element through the expansion fan. Then for such 
a fluid element which did not enter the nave untd scme time after Its fonatlcn, 
the vibrational temperature mould initidly be in close agreement with the 
translational temperature but later depat rapdly from it and "freeze" at a 
constant vdue. Such behaviour 1s similar to that obtained in nozzle expsnsicns 
of relaxing gases. This type of flow has received considerable attention 
starting 16th the initial numericd. xcrk sue to Bray8 who considered chemical 
non-equilibrium. More recently Blythey has cbtdned an analytic sduticn for 
the bstributicn of mclcculcx vibrational energy dcnn a nozzle and has given an 
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expression for the final asymptotic "frozen" value of the vlbrational oncrgv; 
the restriction on his analysis 1s that the amount of energy m the lagglng mods 
is very small. 

The variation of the other flow properties through the rarefactions shows 
no unexpected bohavlour. There is very little difference between the frozen -and 
equilibrium pressure profiles through the wave and consequently a pressure 
transducer measurement at n downstream station would be the best nay of relating 
optical temperature measurements to position iiiltlin the rarefaotidns. 

The effeot of increasing either the InitKl temperature cr density 1s to 
reduce z which, in turn, increases the extent oT near equilibrium flow nithln 
the wavevat a given position from the diaphragm station. The reverse effect on 
the structure of the wave is aohieved by diluting the oqgen ;fith argon, sinoe 
an argon atom is less efficient as a de-exciter than M oxygen molecule. 

5 CONCLUDING XENARKS .---e-m. --.--- 

Nu~ericd solutions have been obtained, using a realistic vibrational 
relaxatltn equation for oqgen, uhwh describe the structure of centred onc- 
dimensional unsteady rarefaction naves. They have been prosonted in a form 
suitable for direct comparison with experiments. 

The results show that the vibrational temperature of gas which enters an 
ageing nave will at first doorease, closely follwing the translational tcmpera- 
turc, until ct sow pasition within :hs ;.~.ve it ,.ill &part rapidly from the 
trunslat~ond tcmpezzturo ,?n3 cvcntwlly "freeze" at 2 constant vduc. This 
behaviour is in keeping with the findings follodng theoretical investigations of 
non-equilibrium steady flow expansions. 

tilly, the results oonflrm the conclusion due to Mood and Parker, namely, 
that the speed of' propagation of an expansion ?;ave In a relaxing gas will be 
initially that appropriate to "frozen" flow, but as the wave ages its character 
will change and approaoh that of a wave propagating under conditions of complete 
equilibrium. 
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APPENDIX A I--_--. 

The first order difference equations corresponding to tho characteristic 
equations (7) tc (15) arc 

whore, 

x3 - 5 = 
4 (A, + A3) (t3 - t,) (IA) 

"3 - 52 = 
& (B2 + B3) (t3 - t2) (=4 

t4 
= (3A) 

uL - U2 ..!i -_^_.- = t4 - t2 

Y - u2 7 - t2 
(44 

x -x = $(u 
3 4 

3 + u4) 03 - t4) (5A) 

(p3-p,)+&(D,+D,) (u3 - u,) + 3 (F, + F~) (t3 - t,) = o(6~) 

(P, - p,) + $ (D2 + D3; (u2 - ~3) + 4 (F2 + F3) (t3 - t2) = O(7A) 

E3 = E4 + 4 (H3 + H4) (t3 - t4) (8A) 

i3 = i4 + & (YA) 

A = u+c 
v 

B = u--c 

3 = p” H = !xTk.A 
z 

v 

Consider the element of tho characteristic grid, 1324, shorn m Fig.2. 
We shall assume that the positions and the values of the flon variables at the 
points (1) and 2 me know from previous cycles of calculation and that every- 

II thing at point 3 is to be calculated. A guess is first mado for the flow 
variables and the coefflclcnts A 

3' B3' 
etc., at point (3), then its co-ordmates, 

(x t ) 
3' 3 

are obtamod by solving the pair of simultaneous equations (IA) and (28). 

The assumption that the flo:I vorlables have a lme-ar varntior, along the straight 
line Joming the points (1) and (2) is expressed by equations (3A) and (4A) which, 
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together with the diff'ere~ce equation (5A), may bc solved to yield the 
co-ordinntes of the point (4) on the particle path, (o), through (3). All the 
flol7 variables at the point (4) are then determined. by Interpolating between 
points (1) and (2). Nel; values of px and. u? arc obtalned by solving the 

simultaneous equations (6A) and (7A)' and thz ncri vjlucs of 3 
3 end i 3 follow 

from (8A) and (YA) respectively. The coeffiolents AL B ,, 3' etc. are recalculated 

and the whole sequenoc of oporatlons is repeated until the difference between 
successive values of T 

3' 
say, 1s suffxlently small. The calculations for the 

results presented here were performed to seven significant figures. The above 
general procedure nas carried out in a step-by-step namer CLong each (- ) 
charaotcrlstic starting from the origin, t = x = 0. 
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APPENDECB -I__-___~ 

The analysis for the gradients of the flow variables through the wave 
head 1s best performed using the oharaoterlstlc family parameters a and p as 
the indepedent variables. The (-) family parameter is called u and is set 
equal to the slope of the (-) characteristic at the origin; the (+) family 1s 
called p and IS set equal to the value of t at which the (+) characteristic 
intersect the first (-) characteristic, a,, see Fig.2. The ohzraoterlstio 

equations 7 to 15 may then be written in the form 

ax 
xi = (u + c) -g 

i!! 
v = (u - c) $ 

aE at aE at -m- + - .- = aa ap ap aa 
2 .&C!). - .?.I. .a; f$ 

T V 

Now dmg a, rie note that 

--g [P@,, p)] = 0 etc. 

$j [tb,, PII = 1 

-$ M",, P)l = u2 - c2 

(In) 

(=a) 

(3) 

(ml 

(5B) 

(6B) 

and thus at tie wave head equations (IB) to (63) reduce to the following 
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x’ = (u2 + CJ t.’ 

dx’ ._-_ = 
@ 

(u2 - CJ ;g + (u’ - 0’) 

p’ + p*c2u’ = 0 

Q’ all 

@ - p2c2 zf- 
t (y - I& [B’(T) - E’] = 0 

v2 

Appencm B 

(78) 

(8B) 

(YB) 

(1OB) 

(11B) 

(12B) 

obtain 

and 

together vith the lao equations of state and the equations for 
be solved for St1 such derivatives as p', t', etc. Thus ve 

p' = P' (o) exl, (- kP) (I3B) 

t,’ = - (Ic-+- 
4 p2c2 

* [exp (- 1s) - II (I@) 

where 

k z ;(Y-?)~ . (15B) 
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Appendix B 

and thus at the wsve head 

therefore 

0 

Substituting equations (13B) and (14.B) mto equation (1GS) gives 

vhere it may be shown from the "frozen" flaw solution that 

(16B) 

(17s) 

t % K >j 
2 

f x/t=, -c = 77-7 PzC2 (u2 - CJ . 
2 2 

Expressions for the gradients of the other flow variables follon 

in a similar mamcr. 
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APPENDIX C __-_-- 

A charaoteristlc recombination tune for wanly dusocxated pure oxygen at 
constant density may be defined on the assumption that the dominant reaction is 

o+o+02 -J% O2 + O2 

and then follo;ling the classical theory of physical chemistry NC obtain the 
rate equation 

an 
w 

22 
J FE- c = -%pno 

therefore 

where no = N c, when t = 0. The characteristic recombination time is dpfiwd as 

the time required for no to fall to the value No/2, 

therefore 
wc 

3 = ----- * 
kb&'$, 

The recombination rate coefflclcnt, kb, is taken from the summary of 

chemical lcinetx data fsr air reported by Vray 10 

kb = 1.875 x IO’T -1 
set . 

See Tablo 1 for numerwal results. 
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LIST OF SSXSOLS "-- ---- 

specific heat of translation and rotation at constant pressure of 
ith species 

molecular vibrational energy per unit mass 

i&dent shock Mach No. 

universal gas constant 

temperature 
mclecular weight of i th species 

equilibrium sound speed 

frozen sound speed 

enthslpy per unit mass 

defined by equaticn (15B) 
mass coroentration of ith specie (moles/gm of mixture) 

pressure 

time 
velocity 

space co-ordinate 

chnracteristio family parameters 

defined by equations (18) and (22) 

density 

characteristic vibrational temperature 

characteristic relaxation time 

All other symbols are defined in the text. 

'Pi 

E 

5 
R 

T 
w. 1 
a 
0 

i 

k 

n. 1 
P 
t 
u 

x 

a,P 

Y 

P 

% 
T 

A 
0 

O2 
e 

f 

1 

2 

Suf$ioes 

argon atoms 

oxygen.actamr 
oxygen moleoules 

equilibrium 

frozen - - . 
conditions in front of incident shock 

See Fig.1 
conditions behind inoident shock ) 
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TABLE 1 

, 5q> argm by mass 

.__Y-_-. 
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TIME 

DISTANCE 

FIG.1. FLOW GEOMETRY - SCHEMATIC. 

(NOTE THAT ONLY IN FROZEN OR EQulLl6RlUM FLOW WOULD 

THE SECOND EXPANSION FAN BE CENTRED AS SHOWN) 



x 

FIG. 2. CHARACTERISTIC GRID. (REFERFED TO IN APPEwX A) 



-- 

, 

FIG 3 TEMPERATURE VARIATION IN EXPANSION WAVE IN PURE OXYGEN : CASE I, Tz = 2478OK. x = 2 INCHES 
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FIG. 4. PRESSURE AND VELOCITY IN EXPANSION WAVE : CASE I, x = 2 INCHES. 
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FIG-S. TEMPERATURE VARIATION IN EXPANSION WAVE : 
CASE I, x = 4 INCHES. 
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FIG. 6. ~,PRESSURE 8 VELOCITY IN EXPANSION WAVE : CASE I, x~4 INCHES. 



DATA As FOR FIG 3 

FlG.7. TEMPERATURE VARIATION IN EXPANSION WAVE : 
CASE I, x = 8 INCHES. 
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06 - 16,000 

P 
(AlMO5) 

FIG.8. PRESSURE S VELOCITY IN EXPANSION WAVE : 
CASE I, x = 8 INCHES. 
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t OJ SEC) 2 

FIG 9 TEMPERATURE VARIATION IN EXPANSION WAVE : CASE I, X = 12 INCHES 
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FIG. IO PRESSURE 8 VELOCITY VARIATION IN EXPANSION WAVE: 
CASE I, X = 12 INCHES. 
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(DATA GIVEN IN TABLE I) 

FIG. II. TEMPERATURE VARIATION IN EXPANSION WAVE : 
CASE 2, 500/o OXYGEN/ARGON MIXTURE. Tz = 2478OK, x = I8 INCHES. 
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FIG. 12. TEMPERATURE VARIATION IN EXPANSION WAVE : 
CASE 4. PURE OXYGEN, T2 = 270S°K, x = 8 INCHES. 
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FIG13 TEMPERATURE VARIATION IN EXPANSION WAVE IN PURE OXYGEN: 
CASE 3, T = 2994OK, x = 6 INCHES. 

Prmted in En~In?d for tier Majesty's Statmw> Office by the 
Royal Armraft Estnblzshnent, Fmboro,,,~h. W 7.59. I.". 





&3.6.Oll.S 
CALCULATIONS OF THE S?RUC’I’.E+E OF UNSTEADY RAREFACTION WAVES CUULATIONS OF THE S?‘JKTIJRE OP WSTEIDY RAREFACTION WAVES 
IN OXYGWARGON MXlURES, ALLOWING FOR VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION. IN OXYG~/ARcW MImL9, ALUMINC FOR VIBRATIONAL RSLAXAT:CN. 
Appleton, J.P. February, 1963. AFpletO”, J.P. FebNsry, 1%3. 

Nmerieal computatio”r bZ”e :.?en primred to l”vestigate the Nmmrlcal camyuVa~ials have been perfonnd to inve~t:gete the 

effect of mlecular vibratIona reIaxat.io” 0” the stNct”re al one- 
dimensional unsteady raretactio” naves in omen and oxySe”/arSan mlxtureli. 
A more nalistlc relaxation equation tba” that used in the earlier mi-k of 
Wood and Parker’ has bee” incorporated in the calculetions, and the 
results are presented in a manner ~rmlttlng direct ccmparlsan Blth 
erpl-1lE”t.S. 

effect of molecular v.ibmtIo”al relaPLtl0” on the #&,r”ct”re of one- 
diumsloml msteadj, rarefaction wms in 0-e” and oqrl(c”largon mixtares. 
A more malfstlc relaxation equation than that used in the earlier “m-k of 
Wood and P&w’ baa been lncorpomted in the ca1cuUtlo”s. and the 
results are prwented in a mm”er ~mittl”S direct compnrison with 
exper1mnts. 

A “r;n-cgUillbrlm flow feature illustrated by these res”lt8 is that 
the vlhratlmal temprature si gas vdllch enters a” age1”g wve Will e.t 

- toTeI-) - 

,.s.c. C.P. !‘3.?20 546.21: I 
y16.293: 

R.R.C. 0.p. 13.m 546.71: 
%6.293: 

5?.6.011.8 
CAILILATIONS OF lliE STRIETlK+ OF UEi”Su)Y RAREPICTICN WAVY.9 
IN OXTGSN/ARGQN MIXT”RE9, ALUHNG FOR VISRATIONAL RSLAXC!CN. 

PFFtitO”, J.P. February, 1%3. 

Nlmrrical computations have bee” pm?omed CC lnvcstlgate the 
eriea or molecular vlbm.tlo”al rslax.ation 0” ihe stl-m,tul? Of one- 
dlmnslonel unsteady rarefaction RBPCS I” oxygen and oxy~enrwgo” mlrtm-es. 
A mm realistic r’elaxatlo” eq”atio” than that used I” the earlier “ark 01 
Wood and Par’& has been i”m-porated I” the calculations, and tlx 
results are presented In a ma”“er pm~l?ting dlnct canparlso” rlth 
experlmc”ts. 

A “on-equllibrlm flow feature illustrated by these results Is that 
the vIbrationa temperat”m Of gas which enters an ageinS ran r‘ll at 
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